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I. ' INTRODUCTION 

Materials, energy and the environment constitutc a rna~ar 
resource triangle which forms the physicd base of 
economy and, to  a large extent, detennines the lcvel o f  
social and technological development of a nation. In ordcr 
to appreciate thc prime role of matcrials, we only need to 
reflect trriclly on what life would I)c likc without wood. 
metals, clay, sand, glass, rubber and plastics. f.:ncrgy is onc 
of the most critical inputs in materials production. Aboul 
40 percent of the world's total energy collsumption i! 
expended in proaucing and proccssing materials. It is noi 
surprising therefore that fluctuations in the world energ) 
scene greatly affect the economics and availability oj 
materials. On the other hand, the relatively slow pace ol 
development of heat and corrosion resistant materials is 2 

major constraint on the development and utilization ol 
alternative sources of energy. The environment is both thc . . 
source and the sink for energy and materials and develop 
ment in either field usually has profound environmental 
implications. So far, there has been a tendency all over the 
world to treat the problems of materials, energy and 
the environment in isolation, but recent experience has 
shown that the three factors interrelate and interact in a very 
complex manner and a systems approach is imperative for 
any meaningful rcscarch involving any of these important 
resources. In this lecturc, the materials - energy - environ- 
ment interface is examined critically with particular emphasis 
on solid materials which are of primary importance to 
industrial development. The current development in materials 
science and engineering will be examined and the contribu- 
tion emanating from teaching and research activities at thc 
University of Ife, outlined. 

2. MATERIALS AND MANKIND 

Perhaps the best way to appreciate the indispensabilit) 
of matcrials to  mankind is to review a few hours in the l i f t  



of an avwage modem man. He wakes up in the morninq 
from a bed made of wood, steel and polymer, cleans his 
tecth wrth a brush made from polypropylene handle and 
7vlon bristles, he takes his hath in an enamel plated steel 
ba th  he dresses up wearing a nylon shirt, a terylene suit, 
leather shoes, and a quartz watch. He takes his tea from a 
ceramic tea cup, drawn from an 1818 stainless steel.jug. He 
drivcs to work jn a car which comprises iron, steel, copper 
aluminium, glass, plastics, rubber, etc, listening to the new 
on his radio which is made of 'silicon chips, metallic an, 
ceramic resistors, etc. This is only the beginning of a dti 
during which hundreds of materials may be used. Indee~ 
man is aiways in contact with a t  least a major material a 
any moment in his life cycle. Clearly, materials plav a ver 
critical role in the existence and development of mankinc 

Modern technology depends heavily on  materials such as 
wood, mctals, glass, plastics, rubber and cer'amic products. 
'I'lic~c cnginccri~ig materials through design, manufacture, 
asscml)l~, and quality assurance, become products - struc- 
tures, machines, devices, tools, utensils, clothing, weapons, 
ornaments aod innumerable products by which we live. 

Indeed, the pattern of consumption of engineering materials 
has become a strong indicator of the level of development of 
modern civilization. For example, the level of steel consumy- 
t i o ~  :s a fairly reliable measure of the level of industri 
dc\clopment of' a nation. A level of 40kg per capita 
considered the absolute r;,inimum for growth in industri 
development. Figures lor industrialized countries rang 
from 400 to  650 kg. compared with 30kg for Nigeria ar 
even lower for other less developed countries. A civilization 
is both developed and limited by the materials at its disposal 
and this has been evident from time immemorial 

3. HISTORICAL PERWECTIVES 

Historians often label civilizations by the materials they 
have used: the Stone Age, the Bronze Age and the Iron Age. 
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Froin time >rial, man has learnt to  use ma 
found him: bone, hide, fibre, wood, stone and 
w r e  i Y fashioned into clothing, shelter, u t  
wezpo' tools. Archeological history records many 
ways in which materials deeply influenced social chanl 
therebv caused societ-4 to depend even further on mat 
The Stone Age man some 10,000 years ago was quite pLvr l -  

cient in flaking flint into knives, hand axes, spearheads by 
hammering with selected stones. There is in fact evidence 
that this early man was already familiar with a fundamental 
and powerful concept in materials enginc 
materials given by nature can be deliberately 
treatment. He knew how to improve the plasrlclry o. -.-, 
b y  optimislng the water content. He was able to improve 
the strength znd rigidity of this material by heating and he 
sometimes heat flint to make it m6re chippabl~ intn 

the desired shapes. 
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There is ample evidence that man was already sm 
metals by 650 B.C. In fact, the Biblical Cain was described 
as a worker of brass. Man had learnt to make fires hot 
enouah to melt metals in earthenware containers, which the 

. . Romans called 'crucibuli' and which we noiv call 'cruc 
FIe discowred that the molten metal could be pourec 
the cavity made by placing together two- halves 
hollowed-orrt clay or stone mould; the metal fillec 
cavity and, when solid, it was found t o  have taken the 
of the cavity, the very humble beginnings of a very impc 
moderr llurgical process calle eta1 casting'. 
Probab rst metal t o  be smelted per extracted 
from n in Yugoslavia. Man sc ted to  experi- 
ment by blending metals to obtain allovs which were : 
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timcs stronger, harder and tougher than the metals of which 
they were composed. Probably the earliest alloy made in 
this way was a bronze consisting of copper and 10 percent 
tin. The,,e is evidence that he understood that the hardness 
of the alloy was a functicln of the level of tin content, hence 
he was able to  produce a yariety of grades to suit different 
applications. About this time, man was also oerfecting the 
art of glazing pottery 

4,000 year? ago, presumably inspired by the desire for 
ornamentation, jewelry and prestigious burials. Iron was 
also being extracted and processed by the Romans. The art 
of war and hunting also provided a stimulant to the progress 
of metals development. Heat treated forgings of swords and 
spears with amazingly good penetration properties were being 
made from the Bronze Age. For many thousands of years 
after, man appeared to be satisfied with the available range of 
materials and development slowed down. The dozen or so 
metals in general use persisted until only about a century 
ago altnough about twice as many were known by then. One 
notable exception was the art of electroplating copper 
objects with gold which was being practiced in parts of 
Latin America and India as far back as 100 A.D. 

Perhaps one of the most important historical developments 
directly attributable to materials availability was the art of 
wt-iting and printing. As early as 3,500 B.C. the Sumerians 
of the Tigris-Euphrates Valley had developed clay writing 
tablets and adopted sharp rigid stili for inscription. About 
the same time, the Egyptians had adopted flexible fibres in 
the form of papyrus reeds, native to the Nile region, which 
could be matted irito a writing surface with brushes and 
coloured fluids as markers.' However, one of the most 
outstanding dcvclopmcnts came some fi\e tliousanti years 
later, in the 15th century when thc Koreans invented the 
bronze cast movable type for printing. This multiplied by 
an astounding ordcr of ma,qnitudc the amount of information 
that could be documented and stored. 

The Iron Age commenced around 1500 B.C. when it 
started to replace copper and tronze as materials of construc- 
tion. The relative abundance of this material coupled with 

the relative ease with which it could be extracted made it 
to  rise rapidly t o  the status of the 'democratic metal'. Pro- 
ducts of iron such as implements, utensils and weaponry 
were no longer the exclusive preserve of the elite as was the 
case with copper and bronze prodacts. The impact of this 
metal on society was phenomenal. It helped to prolif 
the use of craft and agricultural tools and the desigr 
construction of simple machines. Subsequent efforts 
devoted to the construction of larger and more effi 
furnaces to produce metal in great quantity. This pro7 
the impetus for the industrial revolution and the dev 
ment of the so many products which we now takc 
granted today. The materials - mankind interrelatio~ 
and interdependence have been evolving over soma 
thousand years and now manifest themselves 
every aspect of human life and development. 

The current period should be appropriately called 
Steel Age since approximately I as much steel is 
in the world today as all ot tals combined. 
development really gathered momentum towards the en 
the nineteenth century when Henry Bessemer develc 
a process for rapidly converting large quantitieq of iron 
steel. Several other processes have since been developed 
the production of a large variety of grades, about 2,00 
date, perfected. Steel has retained its dominant role a 
prime material of construction but 'this position is now E 
eroded by the development of other materials suc 
polymers, aluminium alloys, ceramics, etc. Indeec 

would be more appropriate to describe this age as 1 

boundary between the Steel Age and the New Materials A, 
The discovery of the transistor in 1948 launched a new a 
vital phase in the history of materials. The chain reaction 
has been so phenomenal that it is difficult to imagine that 
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it all started less than forty ycars ago. Other arras of recent 
developments include I ;try, aeruspacc and 
weaponry. 

ncdicinc 

3.2 Cur  Materials Herite-l: 

Fela Anikulapo Kuti once sang and 1 quote, "You will 
never know where you are going unless you k n ~ w  where 
you are coming from." It is important therefore that we 
should recognise our humble bsckground in materials tech- 
riology. There is ample historical and archaeological evidence 
that Africa has Dng and rich ma ~ l t u r e .  It is 
an established i t the earliest h who were 
ancestral to  man I in the eastern p frica. Fossil 
evidence for this has been found in Ethiopia, I<en>a, 
Tanzania and the T rans~aa l .~  It is not surprisillg therclott* 
that some of the earliest types of tools made from stonc 
and used by the earliest accepted type of human, known 
as Homo erectus, were found in these parts. The) consis t~c~ 
of crude cutting and chopping tools known as Oldwan-typr. 
tools and have been dated to t lx  time range of 1% to !h 
million years ago.3 Over the ycars, better methods of 
manufacture of tools evolved which resulted in product$ o! 
fine craftsmansh ian tools. (Figur J I ~ C  

of these have bc s Plateau in thr ring 
gravels and the z l l r y ,  >"me of them ha\ a l ad i i~ -  
( ate of over 40,000 vears. 
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no Sapie arliest modern man, For  nvn 
tv ue present in East Africa by 40,000 B.L. ~y r n ~ s  Llmc, the 
tools had become much more sophisticated, with complex 
designs and geometric shapes. Some interesting samples of 
these tools have been found in many parts of Nigeria 
including Jos Plateau,' Asejire Dam6 and Odo O?un,- 
dated about 18,000 years ( F i q r e  2). With the advent of the 
late Stone Age some 15,000 years ago came the invention of 
the bow and arrow which had tiny stone tips. This event 
represented a considerable advance in materials technology 
because, for the first time, mav demonstrated the capability 
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to  combine different materials to  form composite tools 
thereby laying the humble foundations of the modem 
composite materials technology. Some microliths (remnants 
of bows and arrows) have been found in Wana and Rgr; in 
Plateau State,' and Old Oyo.' O 

There is ample archaeological evidence that iron was brino 
smelted in the Northern and Central parts of Nigeria by 
later part of the first millenium B.C. This developn 
considerably enhanced the capabilit). to clear forests 
agriculture, dig wells for water and produce beautiful 
complex works of art in terracotta designated as belon 
t o  the Nok Culture (Figure 3-5). It is not clear how u 
spread the technology was, but excavations in Taruga a1 
55km Southeast of Abuja led to the discovery of thir 
iron-smelting furnaces and iron artifacts dated to around 
fourth century B.C., the o l d ~ s t  so far discovered in \ 
Africa. The absence of all!lvial admixure showed that 
Nok Culture people employed a fully evolved iron tecl~no- 
logy. Other excavations made in Bussa area ( B o r e )  in 1 
to  1968 and 1975 showed that there also were agricult 
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communities using iron tools before the end of the first 
millenium B.C. About 200 objects made of iron were dis- 
covered. The thirteen furnaces excavated were all low shaft 
furnaces consisting of pits dug into the ground and con- 
taining slag and charcoal. Some tuyeres wcre found, though 
not in position. Iron was smelted presumably from limonite 
and haematite pebbles, ma,rqnetic sand, ferruginous s; 
stone and ferricretc, all of which are abundant in many F 
of Nigeria. 

and- 
)arts 

It is not clear how Nigeria came to acquire iron tcchno- 

logy. Many theories have been propounded but most arc 
incompatible with the 'I'aruga discoveries. A feasible theory 
suggests that the technology camc from Egypt which \\.as 
known to  be smelting iron before 600 B.C. A more fa\,outed 
theory suggests that it came from Carthagc, Pounded towards 
the end of the ninth century LC. '  by the Phoenicians whc 



: 3 :  Terracotta heads of the  Nok Cult,. 
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had migrated from areas where iron was being widely used 
earlier than it was in Egypt. It is believed that thc transfer 
of technology was through the Caramantes, a powerful tribe 
in North Africa which interacted with both the Phoenicians 
and the West Africans. 

One interesting and curious aspect of thc pment of 
metallurgy in Nigeria is the fact that the Iron Age preceeded 
the bronze age, unlike in other parts of the world. The first 
bronze castings discovered in Nigeria were at Igbo-Ukwu, 
about 40km Southeast of Onitsha, placed by radiocarbon 
dating at the ninth to the tenth centuries A.D. (Figures 
6-8). Most of them had beautiful and complex designs, 
some obviously produced by the 'lost wax' process, an 
important process in modem metal casting technology. Mos 
of the castings were made of alloys of copper and tin an( 
some lead while those produced by working were made o 
almost pure copper, indicating that the ancient craftmerl 
were aware of some fundamental principles of metallurgy: 
the fact that leaded bronze i s  less ductile t h a ~  copper and 
more suitable for casting while copper can be more easil! 
twisted and engraved than bronze. One reason which ha 
been adduced for the t-elatively late introduction of bronzc 
in ria is the fact that copper, the main constituent 

is I mi to exist in Nigeria. Other important excavations 
of Dronze figures have been made in Jebba. It is believed 
that bronze technology was much more widespread in thc 
cou~itry and further archaeological excavations nlay reveal i 

much richer tradition. 

to Nigei 
not k n o ~  

zavations made at Ile-Ife about the turn of thc 
cel :re even more interesting. Apart from a wide rangc 
of L G I X ~ L U L ~ ~  and bronze masks, a number of brass artifact! 
mostly heads and masks have been preserved. (Figures 9-12) 
It is not clear how the copper or the zinc was obtained bu 
it is believed that the art of brass casting was introduced tc 
the region by Obalufon, the third 001.; of Ife. Many of thc 
masks were made of almost pLre copper, the most farnou! 
being the Obalufon mask, and Lafogido, thought to  represen.& 
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Figure 5: Pxcavations of Terracotfa heads and carvings from Own 
Area 



the Ooni in his regalia.' ' The Ife structures had unique, 
attractive and naturalistic style. There is also evidence that 
glass beads for jewelry were being produced in Ife and its 
environs, although it is not clear whether the beads were 
locally produced or imported. The striking similarities 
between these artifacts, and those found in Benin and the 
fact that, historically, Benin derived from Ife have given rise 
to  the widely accepted theory that the Benin brass culture 
originated from Ile-Ife (Figures 13 & 14). However, the 
Benin culture is more famous worldwide apparently because 
of its proximity to a sea port and the much wider variety of 
artifacts that have preserved and are available in 
museums in many F the world. It is disheartening 
to note that most nl LllL Lldditional bronze .and brass culture 
of Nigeria has becon lly extint. 

4. MATERIALS, AFRICA AND GEOPOLITICS 
By accident or design, nature placed the bulk of the most 

strategic materials in the developing world while most of the 
consumers are in the-developed world giving credence to the 
age long Yoruba adage translated literally as: 'those who 
have heads have no cap'. Some of the world's best iron 
ores are located in Brazil, Liberia and Guinea. Zaire is the 
world's largest producer of germanium and cobalt; Zimbabwe 
produces 65% of the wold's output of corundum and holds 
about a quarter of the world's reserves of lithium; Zambia is 
one of the world's most important sources of copper; Nigeria 
has a significant proportion of the world reserves of tin, co- 
lumbite and tantalum; Namibia is a major producer of 
arsenic, vanadium, lead, zinc, lithium and uranium; South 
Africa is the world's largest producer of antimony, gold, 
platinum, rubidium, chromium, vanadium and gem diamond, 
second only to the U.S.S.R. in the production of manganese 
and palladium, and third in the production of asbestos. Table 
1 shows the reserves of important materials located in deve- 
loping countries as a proportion of world reserves. 
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Estimated 

Imn 
copper 
Aluminium 
Chrbmium 
Cobalt 

B q l  
Antimony 
Gold 
Manganese 
Platinum 
Vanadium 
Tin 
Columbium- 

Tantalum 
Tungsten 
Led 
urrnium 
Diamond 
Titanium 

Table 1: 
Percentage World Distribution of 

Material O m  

South Mrci~~k Wenem 
America A W a  Ealt It World 

A& 

s6cMlrr 
World 

@ datu nor available 

I t  is clear from this table that the developing world in 
general and Africa in particular holds very substantial 
reserves of strategic material ores. For example, chromium 
is an indispensable constituent of stainless steel, a vital 
material in modern technology and Zimbabwe is the only 
source for the western world. Also, the United States of 
America obtains 50 percent of her cobalt requirements from 
Zaire, and 66 percent of ferrochrome, 44% of ferroman- h 

ganese, 89% of chrome ore, 52% of antimony, 3% of 
vanadium, 9% of platinum, 85% of asbestos and 98% of 

manganese K= dl from Snuth ihica. It i s  jnwitablc fmm, 
the foregoi~g t l n t  mincial raw mltennl sor.aly is a \err. 

potent factor in geopoliticr. It is irnportznt aJso t?:,:,t 21.- 
sources of vitd minenlr must b? kept open at all cost?.. I t  
for  rrarnr:: !:ri~rrh Africa and the S ~ v i e t  Crlion were td cut 
off ?!ie sulpl). of n:ang;~nere o r  chrornillm (Oetween tt-m 
ihri hold 'QS p r c r n :  01 world rnrrvcr), much of the rnoder:~ 
terhnoloeica! world wr:o!d plnd to a halt because steel which 
constitutes about 90 permnt of the world total ut;.iir;?:ion 
of metals cannot be produced. I t  is clear therefore w t ~ v  the 
political dynamics of Southern Africa is of vital interest to 
the Wntern wor!d. Although ~ o u t h e r n  Africa is already ar 
cstablishcd repository of much and in some cases virtuall; 
all of the known deposits of very important materials, much 
of the continent is still unexplored and the indications are 
that her minerd wealth is considerably more than estah!islled 
so fal. 

5. MATERIALS IN THE SERVICE OF TECHNQLCGY 

l~rchaeolo~ical  11istc)ry l.brcsrnted carlie1 has shorvn many 
ways in which materials deeply innucnced social chanqe 
and thereby caused o i  to depend cL1en more on 
mnterialr. ?'he trend has pcrsistcd t i l l  today and material 
reperc-r:ssions shapc o u r  tl,~ily livcs ant1 the dc5tin;es ~f 
nation.. In f;:it. thr  P i \ t t ~ l t l  01 mrtriio! concumpiion is a 

stron3 ;nd;c?tor ihr I o f  sucizd and technoloric;ll 
devcln~mcni. vf a socic,t!. h few rxanrplrs will illnrtl-all: 
the inextricable intcrrela~ionsl~ip b.:t.i.ccn inan, materials and 
technoio,y. 

5.1 Materials in Transportation 

Transportation is o n c  (11 the areas 01 social life u1 W J I I C ~  

technological and materials development has made a signifi- 
cant impact on thc greatest number o f  people. The develop- 
ment of the railways towards the end of the last century 
would have been impossible without the appropriate 
materials. The steam engine had to be constructed from 





be in commercial operation within the ncxt decadc. This feat 
can only be achieved if super strong, lightweight and heat 
resistant materials are developed. 
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5.2 Materials in Elc 

The phenomenal aeveropment or the electronics industrl 
the last thirty years or so is a direct result of pi-u,reas in 
terials technology. The discovery of the transistor in 3 948 
; a milestone in the historv of technology. Ultra-high 
ity single crystals of silicon and germanium were required 
trans~stors and commercial production of both metals 
a result of years of intensive researcll on metal purifica- 

I by zone refining and single crystal technology. It 
ame possible to prepare n~erals whlch are spectro- 

scopically pure with impurity level as low as 
ppm. 

The principle of zone refining was extended to .:l.mc levelling, 
a process: by which the residual impurities in the metals are 
levelled to obtain uniform distribution, a primary require- 

ment for semiconductor materials.' ' The development of 
the thin-wck technique made it possible to grow dislocation 
free sinyle cr)rstals under carefully controlled conditions. It 
has not been ~nssible to commercialize this process due 
mainly to the difficultv of keepinc the material dislocation- 
free throuqhout the processing steps during 
fabricat;nns. 

Considerable research effort has been expanded ovc. 
years therefore to minimise the dislocations and determine 
their eflerts such as interference with dopant diffusion 
during device fabrication, the generation of breakdown sites, 
the heteroceneous nucleation of dopant atoms and impurities 
which may locally conven the material from one type to 
another type, the dislocation-oxygen interactions which alter 
the mechanical strength and warping vsistance of silicon 
waters etc. The materials engineer has been at the forefront 
of these developments and also in the development of the 

technolo,gv for the fabrication and assembly of devices, 
manufacturc of resistors, capacitors, insulators, transistors, 

device 

1 
diodes, rtc. Witho~~t  the development of vproy 
materials, advances in electronics, commlsnications 
aero space technology w ~ u l d  be impossible, 
examples of developments heavily dependent 

I technology are the radio, the computer, the 

I unications, to n; optic tt 
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:rials technology is indispensable to  medicine. Metals 
3een used in dental reconstruction for centuries, 

especially gold and mercury amalgams. Gold was particularly 
popula lse teeth until I and there are nearly 
200 ca 3ns for this ; on. The scope has 
extended to  the use of other matends placed superficially, 

t of it : :d or in contact with 
xarnples rcutaneous electrodes, 

rracrllutkviuvala axluum, tracheostomy tubes, dental implants, 
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The relatively high s u c c ~ s  which hm acrueved with 

metal implants has been due mainly to advances h metallur- 
gical and materials engineering. Copper, silver and gold were 
used frum ancient times until towards the end of the last 
century when emphasis shifted to  other metals and alloys 
and, today, a wide variety of materials developed specifically 
for surgical implants is now available to  the surgeon. Despitr 
th; rapid advance in materials implantation technology. 
the materials engineer is still confronted with very formidable 
problems. In the words of D.F. Williams, Wan liver In 

equilitrium with his environment, an equilibrium which hu 
developed along with man h i m e l t  The more rapidly he 
changes that environment, the more closely we have to look 

I at the way he perturb this equilibrium. By I Y 

implanting foreign substances into hi. body, 
1 r: 

I 
29 
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highli~hting this confrontation, anc! i t  i.; necessary to study 

the new situations that develop very closcly, whe :Y 
are in equilibrium or non-equilibrium".' 

The proliferation of this practice nas provide ie 
variety of tissue-materials confrontations which makes it 
difficult to extract even the major components of the general 
interfacial reaction. The body is a hostile environment for 
most materials. About 70 percent of the body weight 
comprises of rapidly flowing fluids and electrolytes compar- 
able to sea water in salinity. As a result, many of these 
implants fail in service and surgery is often required to 
replace them. Also some materials we poisonous. This 
problem has opened up a 'relatively new and dynamic 
res materials technology, promoting active 
coq en the materials and medical disciplines 
t o  improvements in the future in the dura- 
bility and safety of implants and the devi 

N 
implantable devices. By careful diagnostic d 
implants, major contributory causes of failu~c: vlLen can De 
identified and remedied. However, this is a very complicated 
problem since, almost without exception, the failure of an 
implant cannot be attributed to  a single cause. For the same 
reason, it is very difficult t o  predict the life expectancy of 
an implant. Some devices have been known to last 50 years 
in human tissue without any problem while others have given 
rise to  inflarnation, pains or failed completely within very 
shon periods. Despite these problems, the scope of surpical 
implantation is increasing very rapidly and is no longer an 

lusive preserve of the elderly, despitr: the words of D.F. 
liams: "For we all know that, as we get older, we get 
er in our hair, gold in our teeth, iron in our souls and 

lead in our feet". 

6. THE MATERJALS CYCLE 

elopmen 
: studies 
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lnterials dcrive directly from thc cnvironmcnt ~n ~ h i c h  
1 livcs. Man expends considerable cnc1.R)- in winning 

r~icnl ,  . ~ n d  cven morc energy in preventiny cast pro- 

l o n ~ n g  their retum to the environment, for the biblical 
words are also true of materials: "From the earth we come 
and to the earth we shall retum". This perception has given 
rise to  a modem systems concept: 'The materials cycle' 
shown schematically in Figure 15. Raw materials are taken 
from the earth by winning; extracted, refmed and processed 
into bulk materials, (metals, paper, glars, cement, etc.); 
fabricated into a myriad of products for societal use, 
(machines, electrical and electronic devices, etc.); and when 
they have played out their various assignments, they are 
discarded and become junk, either to  enter the circuit again 
and again by recycling, or t o  return to  mother earth from 
whence they came. The materials cycle is an enorm 'r- 

prise requiring enormous societal input in the 3f 

knowledge, labour, energy and money for. s u s ' e n ~ l ~ ~ .  At  
virtually every stage around the cycle, there s ag 
interactions among materials, energy and the en. nt 

and the systems concept affords an analytical framework 
for deging with perturbations in the equilibrium of auy of 
these three resource elements a t  any stage in the cycle. 
Let us briefly examine the materials-energy-environment 
system. 

6.1 Materials and Energy 

ous entc 
form 4 
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is direcq 
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Nearly half the world' y consumption ~ I Y  
relatable t o  the mining, exrracuon, refining and h 
of materials, iron and steel alone accounting for about 12 
percent It is inevitable therefore that any factor whish 
affects the consumption of one will have profound repet- 
cussions for the other. In general, a material passes through 
several processing stages in the transformation from ore to  
f i s h e d  product; mining, transportation, beneficiation, 
extraction, and mechanical processing. The enem ".f'P 
tion at each stage for a particular m a t e d  is a f m c  t the 

geological and geographical location of the ore deposit, the 
grade of ore, and the processing route. For example, copper 
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exampIe of copper extraction illustrarts the crucial role 
of energj erials processing. In fact, energy consump 
tion has le a primary variable for assessing the 
efficiency VI materials processing operations. 

The world is under pressure to maximise the use of exis 
ting energy resources and develop new ones. One m4or 
limitation to the achievement of these objectives is the 
availability of appropriate materials. The drilling, handling 
and processing of crude oil pose very formidable materials 
problems, exacerbated by the current thrust towards the 
winning of off-shore deposits in highly corrosive envirob 
ment. Materials problems severely limit progress in the area 
of electricity generation using cod, oil, gas, nuclear or solar 
power. Progress is slow in the development of unconves 
tional sources of energy such as gasified coal, solar, nuclear, 
geothermal, wind, waste P Y ~ O ~ Y S ~ ~  etc. mainly because of 
materials limitations. It is clear from the foregoing that 
materials and energy are inextricably interdependent 

the En! 6.2 Materials, Energy ant vironme~ 

Since the environment 1s both the source and sink of 
materials and energy, it is inevitable that developments in 
both areas will have profound effects, usually negative, on 
the environment. Open cast mining is destroying vegetation 
and landscapes all over the world, a glaring example being 
the Jos tin mines. Effluents from materials processing are 
polluting the atmosphere and water resources of the world, 
posing serious hazard to human, animal and plant life. 
Perhaps the greatest threat comes from the nuclear industry 
which is considered the most important in meeting the 
world's lohg-term energy needs. 

Since materials do so much damage to the environment, a 
retaliatory measwe carefully designed by nature is pertinent 
The environment is hostile to all materials, the degree varying 
between specific materials. Wood rots, metal rusts and 
conodes, phtic degrades, glass tarnishes, ceramics weaken 

on exposure to the environment and a significant amou 
effort in technological development is expended in fil 
new and more effective ways of protecting materials 
the environment. Society is also becomlng increasingly 2 

I of the implications of continued, uncontrolled enT 
mental damage and, already, environmental protectio: 

1 

I become a significant constraint to  the developmer 
materials and energy resources. For example, the pro1 
tion of nuclear plants has been slowed down considc 
by societal pressure which has become more intensive in 
recent years. The future role of this source of energy in the 
world energy equation will depend on the extent to which . . 
the present problems of waste disposal are solved and th 
of accidents reduced. Some ~uclear  waste materials hi 
be sealed in containers and stored underground for 

I 
25,000 years before they become harmless. 
problem is to develop materials for containers 
so long. 
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6.3 Trends ir 
Technola 

Materials, energy and the envlronmenr consrliuLc d 

resource system whicl national borders. All coun 

are linked by the 1 I and effects of supply, 

recovery and disposal ot energy and materials. No cc-- 
or even region possesses the materials and energy res 
sufficient for its needs and no country is capable of 1 
ting i n the effects of the degradation of the co 
envirc which results from the exploitation and 
energ aterials. The global economic and techno 
interdependence in problems relating to  this resource sy 
is becoming increasingly evident and there is a gro 
awareness of the need for a multi-national effort in so 
problems of mutual interest. There is also increasing aware- 
ness of the potential effects of world material8 and energy 
politics. The present problems of South Africa are directly 
relatable to the enamous mineral wealth of the region. The 
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prcsenl rn;~nil~ulations in t l ~ c  world oil and tin markets are 
desi~ned t o  /)ring ihr su~)plicrs. most 0 1  which are in the 
devclopin~ worlr! I O  their knees. Some years ago, a Nigerian 
visited an cncrg) 1;tbor:iiury in the United States of ,Imcrica 
a n introd~icec! to one of the scientists as a Sigcri;m 
e xpcrt, tlie scientist retorted '‘I'ou 0PI;C guy* 
queezetr :en years, we will make you drink 

Y nt is prophetic. One barrel 01. oil 
M 

then now sells for much less than 
$a. nr rnlght I bathing t h 
oil in Ilve ycars tir 

Table 3: 
Energy Saving for Materials Production from Recycled Wwte 

I Compared with Primary Minerals 
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On the materials sccric, rrllrllng and processing mcrnods 
ar : improved t o  conserve energy and material 
re Now materials are being developed which can 
withstand harsh environment and make possible o r  sustain 
such important developments e.  I gasification, coal 
liquefaction, solar energy collec d storage, nuclear 
fission and fusion, space research, ~ c r > r ; ~  Lr;chnolo~y, deep sea 
mining, computer technology, hypersonic etc. The 
trend in the energy scene is towards t1 :rvation of 
energy in general and the shift o f  emphasis Irom oil to  oilier 
m ndant s8 y, in pi ;as, 
s c :gy and and wa 'hc 
present efforts in tne conservation and protcc.tlon ot the 
er :nt will :es- 
si: e to  le! 3ut 
perhaps one area in whlch technolog!. 1s Irkcl\. to 11 :ry 
sigilificant progress is in the recycling (1 I' n o f 
its effect on materials availability, encl-o,! ~n d 
e~ mtal protection. I t  ia icd that about 40 

P' of the world requirc of metals, glasses, 
P ' cerzmics and fibres c met by recycling, 
although not all waste materials offer th >ossibilities 
for recycling, nor do  they create the s; iroilmental 
problems. Also, the potential for energy ation varies 
significantly between metals. (See Table 3)  
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7. MATERIALS 
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Nigeria i ateria rt g 
wood, irc .d-silver - 9  

rnolybdenire, manganese urc, 'lays, limesturlr;, &=con sand, 
1 etc. The country also has abundant energy reserves including 
, 

oil, gas, coal, uranium and solar energy. Despite these 
valuable gifts of nature, she does not  appear t o  be making a 
significant progress towards industrialization. In fact, going 
back t o  the laws of relativity, the country is making negative 
progress. For, standins still means going d o w n  A columnist 
recently comparcd the pace of industrialization in Japan and 

I 
Nigeria. He aptly described Nigeria as that country which has 
everything and produces nothing and Japan as that which 

I 
prodi~ces everything from nothing. It is pertinent here to 

I 
examine briefly factors which have been responsible for this 

I unenviable situation. 
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7.1 The Oil Doom 

The oil boom of the early seventies which us 
prefer to  call oil doom has been responsible in no small 
measure for staunting industrial growth in this country. There 
was enough money to  buy whatever was needed from abroad 
and no sense of direction or purpose was identifiable. 
Inevitably, foreign entrepreneurs took advantage of the 
situation and initiated a large number of projects which 
contribute little or nothing to industrial development. For 
example, in 1570, there were only three soft drinks plants 
and about five breweries in the country. Today, there are 
sixty-six soft drinks piants and thirty-seven breweries, all of 
them operating almost entirely on imported raw materials. 
1 once visited one of the top breweries many years ago and 
requested to know if any of the raw materials was locally 
sourced. The expatriate production manager had no remorse 
whatsoever in telling me and I quote: "The only local raw 
material input t o  our product is water and even that is 
unsuitable". It is significant that the same company recently 
announced in a national daily that it had found a way of 
replacing about 30 percent of imported raw materials with 
locally grown sorghum. Examples of such miracle discoveries 
abound in the industrial sector today, obviously a direct 

~ - result of the curre! nt econa ~mic dep ression. 

some of 

7.2 Government Policy 

The perenial lack of a well articulated, coherent coordina- 
ted and realistic government policy has had an even mere 
devastating effect on industrial development. This is clear 
from the few National Plans that have been developed so far. 
Project: were merely listed, usually with the assistance of 
foreign experts without due consideration of the country's 
capability. Many projects that were eventually embarked 
upon were either still-born or crippled. Two examples will 
serve t o  illustrate this problem: 

7.2.7 The Automobile Industry 

In pursuance of the strategy of import-substituting 
industrialization, government commissioned six automobile 
plants in the country in the last ten years, all of them 
assembly plants on turnkey basis. These comprised two 
passenger car plants and four commercial vehicle plants. 
According to the terms of the agreement between govern- 
ment and the foreign automobile companies, the backward 
integration and progression from assembly to  manufacturing 
were virtually left to the discretion of the latter. For 
example, although the contract agreement specified that the 
car assembly plants must achieve a 50 percent local conteni 
by value within five years and 100 percent in thirteen years 
a recent survey indicated that, after ten years of operation, 
neither plant has achieved more than 15 percent of truly 
locally manufactured local component input and this has 
been limited to  components which require rudimentary 
technology. These include windscreen manufacturing which 
involves cutting up imported sheet glass and pressiqg to 
shape, production of ignition coil which merely involves the 
welding of a ready-assembled foreign-manufactured ipit ion 
coil to an imported clamp, petrol tanks constructed from 
three-piece, pre-pressed imported components, and batteries 
assembled from imported plate and shell components. The 
foreign partners in the car assembly projects claim that the 
contract was not explicit on who was expected to Ice I produ 

proprir the local components and, in anycase, the ap bte 

materials are not available locally. 

Furthermore, the proliferation of models has givl e 

latitude for substantive product differentiation whi S 

local manufacture of components unattractive and unecono- 
mical. It should be mentioned here that the compa e 

contributed in no small measure to this problem n 

years of operation, one of the companies has introduced 
about ten models, some of them phased out aft1 a 
couple of years. At the last count, there we] a 

hundred models of automobiles on Nigerian roads. 
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The experience of India is relevant here. India which has 
a population at least ten times that of Nigeria commissioned 
only one car assembly plant which produced only one model 
in 1948. The model which was based on a famous British 
version has been retained to date. All the components are 
now manufactured locally and can be purchased even from 
a grocery store. The country is now planning the introduc- 
tion of a new model which happens to  be a phased out 
European model. An obvious advantage of this strategy is 
that the tooling can be purchased very cheaply and the 
production technology easily mastered. Surtly, Nigeria has a 
lot to learn from this experience. Recently, it was 
announced that the Volkswagen Beetle which has been 
around for nearly fifty years without significant modifica- 
tion is to be phased out because it is being phased out in 
Europe and America Perhaps the time is right for the 
adoption of this car as the Nigerian Peoples car for the next 
fifty ye 

7.2.2 
:ars. 

The Ste 

The Steel Industry has been a subject of s o m  criticinnn 
in recent years because, despite the huge investments, it has 
made no significant impact on industrial development. None 
of the five plants in the country produces the grades and 
forms of steel that are required for manufacturing anddl 
of them have problems, the most serious being the mismatcb 
between the plants. Delta Steel Plant produces billets which 
it cannot tanspon to the satelite rolling mills located in 
Jos, Katsina and Osogbo which were planned to  re-roll to 
f ~ s h e d  primary products, hence the  mill^ are import& 
billets. Ajaokuta Steel Plant is also importing billets b e s w  
it requires a different size from that produced by Delta 
Steel Plant. Also, the installed capacity of the five plants 
tequirn about 40 percent of the total output of the National 
Electric Power Authority's generating capacity for operation 
These are just three examples of deficient and uumrdiaptcd 
planing which is evident in virtually every rpn of our 
industrialization policy. 

7.2. Misconception of Technology Transfer 

A lot has been said and written about the failure of the 
developed countries to transfer technology to less developed 
countries, including Nigeria. It is naive to expect a voluntary 
transfer t o  technology since that would be a sure way of 
putting the developed world out of business. However, if an 
armed robber steals your car, the car has been transferred 
to him, though involuntarily. Japan refused to sign the 
international copyright laws for many years to avail itself 
of a more realistic alternative to voluntary technology 
transfer: 'copy technology7. This provided a strong platform 
for the take off of an aggressive industrial development. 
Up till today, Japan avoids 're-inventing the wheel', spends 
most of her energy in developing existing inventions and 
eventually sells the products to the inventors. Unfortunately, 
Nigeria wa. one of the first countries to sign the coovri~ht 
laws. 

8. SMALL IS EEAUTIFUL 

This section is dedicated to E.F. Schumachel 1 0  

wrote and I quote "In industry, we can interest OLLDCAYCJ in 
the evolution of small-scale technology, relatively non-violent 
technology, technology with a human face." So far, Nigeria 
and indeed many other developing countries have been busy 
acquiring violent technology, technology with a monstrous 
face, technology that promotes negative development. In 
the developed world, the trend is towards giant, faster and 
automated machines with minimum human interference. In 
some countries, automobiles are riow assembled almost 
entirely by robots. This sophisticated, highly capital inten- 
sive and labour-saving technology is fast bccoming the 
exclusive preserve of the rich. Inevitribly, the time has come 
for clcveloping countries to evdve and promote vigorously 
3 different kind of technology, small scale, more decentra- 
lised and more labour-intensive. Mahatma Ghandi said and 
I quote: "l'he poor of the world cannot be helped by m 



production, only by production by the masses." Ghis kind of 
technology has been named "Intermediate technology' by 
Schumacher and described as "the technology of production 
by the masses, making use of the best modem knowledge 
and experience, which is conducive to decentrdisation, 
compatible with the laws of ecology, gentle in its use of 
scarce resources, and de~i~gned to serve the human person 
instead of making him the servant of machines." Fortunate 
lv, the current rconomic depression has motivated a strong 
drive towards the local fabrication of simple machines and 
spare parts and one can only hope that the momentum 
would not be short-lived. However, there is the probkm of 
developing local inventions from research t o  commercial 
stage and provision of industrial extension service for poten- 
tial in1 Some existing researck d be 
equippl >vide this vital missing lin 
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9. MATERIALS SCIENCE AND E N G l N E E R l M  AT IFE. 

The engineer is one of the most maligned professionals 
in the woild today, due mainly t o  the repercussions of his 
failures on mankind. The saying is true that the doctor 
buries his mistakes quietly but the engineer is buried by 
his mistakes. An aircraft crashes as a result of the failure of a 
small component and over 500 people die, a small pipe bursts 
and escaping poisonous gas kills over two thousand people 
and maims several thousands more. Sensational events like 
these tend to relegate to obscurity the innumerable positive 
achievements of engineering. 

engineer is also coming under increasingly severe if 
air criticism for not taking account of the wider social 

i l l l ~  11c1rnar1 consequences of  his creations. Again, this is 
(Infair because technology, like all power, is neutraL The 
negative or positive consequences depend on how it  is used 
In any case, the engineer hardly ever has any influence on 
the ultimate use o f  his inventions and i t  is difficult t o  see 
how he can be blamed for the negative effects which, in 
any case, are far outweighed by the benefits. To the day 

of its 

of his death, Rutherford detested any suggestion that his 
great atomic discoveries would ever be of m y  commercial 
use. Einstein never forgave himself for promoting the science 
which eventually led to the development of the bombs that 
destroyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Nevertheless, these 

I criticisms underscore the need for a very sound training of 

I the engineer, irrespecti\.e of the area of specializatior "(.+ 
I, only must he achieve such a high level of competenct 

ensures that his failures and mistakes are minimized, 
must also appreciate that societ). wants tcchnolo~y \\.111ch 
takes due cognisance of the social come 
advances. 

This philosophy provided the inspiration fbl L l l r  ~~i;LI-actcr 
of technological education for which the Uilivcrsity ( 

famous. Metallurgical and materials engineering, one 
newest areas of specialization is no exception. ALIIVU~I I  

the need for this developrncnt had bccn appreciated and 
planning had begun ten years previously, the first set of 
students was admittcci to the progralnlnc only in 1979. 
There were two students and t ~ v o  stafl undcr my humble 
leadership. It is not surprising that, at a 1:l staff to  student 
ratio, they both passed in Second Class Upper Division. 
Theirs was also the first set to graduate in h;etallurgical 
and Materials Engineering in Black Africa. Thc growth of 

the Department in subsequent years has bccn phenomenal. 
There arc now nearly 130 under~raduatc stuclents, scvcn 
postgraduate studcnts and a strong group of academic ant\ 
technical staff. M y  research activities havc mainly hrcu 
mission-oriented and may 1 -d as mediation 

materials-encrgy-environmcnl on frontat ion. 
activities may be groupcd into tllrcc categoricr 

9.1 Energy for PAaterials 
A coal research laboratory was csrablishctl u y  I I ~ C  in 1971 

and is so far thc only onc in cxistcncc in lElack AC 
analyses samplcs from many parts or Africa. 'The c 

ment of the facility was inspired by thc nccci to s u l v r ;  a 

major raw material problcm which has confronizd a major 
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iector of the Nigenan industry. The Ajaokuta Steel Plant 
is scheduled to be commissioned in 1989. It will require 1.3 
rnillior. tonnes of coal a year in the first phase. increasing to 
5.2 million tonnes in the find phase. Although Nigeria has 
abundant reserves of coal, they have no caking properties 
and are therefore unsuitable for metallurgical coking. Tests 
carried out by foreign experts have shown that no more 
than about 2 percent of local coals can be utilized by the 
plant and even this small proportion would present serious 
technical problems. In effect, Ajaokuta Steel Plant would 
have to import all its coal requirements. At the present 
intemational price of 150 U.S. dollars per tonne, the foreign 
exchange requirements for the first phase would be about 
200 million dollars a year for coal done, escalating to nearly 
800 million dollars a year when the plant achieves the full 
design capacity of 5.2 million tonnes of steel a year, in addi- 
tion to the wide range of other raw materials and spare parts. 

Apart from the enormous foreign exchange implications, 
there are several other potential problem areas. Although 
coking coal constitutes a very small proportion of the total 
world reserves of coal, there is enough to meet the world 
requirements for iron making in the foreseeable future. 
Despite this, it is becoming increasingly difficult to find 
suitable, reliable and inexpensive sources of coking coal due 
primarily to the inequitable geographical distribution of coal 
in general and coking coal in particular. For example, 
about 85 percent of the total world reserves of coal and 75 
percent of coking coal are located in North America, China 
and the U.S.S.R. It is not surprising that the international 
price of coking coal has risen by about 50 percent in the last 
five years and the foreign exchange outlay quoted above 
may be a gross underestimate by 1989 when the plant is 
expected to be commissioned. Apart from the foreign 
exchange implications, serious logistical problems of Lrans- 
porting imported coking coal from port to plant should also 
be anticipated. 
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It is clear from above that the problem of supply of coking I 
coal to Ajaokuta Steel Plant is potentiall) serious and could 1 
constitute a major impediment to thc viability or thc plnnt. 

This prompted the initiation of a coal reeearch project at 
Ife in 1970 with the primary objective ( kg ways of 
maximising the use of local coals by the Jespite the 
shortage of funds, ~i~gnificant progress has Deen made. A 
comprehensive evaluation of all the coal deposits in the 1 
country has been made. ' 5 -  l 7  Fundamental studies on 1 
blend de t preparation have shown that, with slight 1 
modi fical the conventional blend p )n, 1 
25 to 3 ?t of Enugu CI  Id be L by I 
the plant '" IY g in an annual saving of /U to 250 1 
million dollars in exchange, depending on 
ol the plant. 

I U t  I 
I 

Extensive tests have also been carried out on the feasibility 1 
o f  producing metallurgical former1 coke entirely from local 
coals. The results of the tests have been published in learned 
journals and were sufficiently encouraging to prompt the 
National Research Council of Canada to provide funds for 
mc to d e s i , ~  and build a research pilot plant at the Coal 
Research Laboratory, Ottawa in 1977. Some Nigerian coals 1 
were tested on the plant and the results confmed that 1 
formed coke of metallurgical quality could be made entirely I 
from Enugu coal or blends of Enugu and 
This would completely eliminate the ne 

' - 2 =  I 
:oaL 1 

My research activities in the area of C G ~  U L ~ L . 4 L I V . I  have 
yielded over ten major publications and twenty classified 
technical reports. The financial support for this project h a  
been provided almost entirely by the University of Ife, for 
which I am deeply indebted to  the univers ity. 
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The pace of development of existing and n erW I 

resources is being severely limited by the non-ava Y Of 1 
appropriate materials. Most materials degrade LU varving 1 
extent on exposure to the energy generation envi nt. 1 
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Special metals are required for constructing off-shore oil rigs, 
steam power generating plant, gas turbine generating plant, 
nuclear plant and solar power generating plant. Extensive 
research is going on all over the world to develop suitablc 
materials for the various applications outlined above. 
Unfortunately, the materials developed so far created new 
fabrication problems. The thrust of my research in this 
area has b le  investigation of conditions under which 

some new portant energy materials could be processed 
into components. The most important contribution has been 
in the establishment of conditions under which some super- 
alloys and duplex-phase stainless steels could become super- 
plastic. 

Superpl; is the ability of metals to  deft h 
exceptional s t a ~ i ~ i t y  in uniaxial tensile defomati 

is 
leads to extreme1 

n 
1,000 percent wii 

LI 
materials equivalent values u , u u y  mucn less than IVO 
Pel iportant irnolic; lr 
inc It means that X 
components can be p r o d u c ~ ~  L l v l r t  high-strength d o y s  w ~ t h  
little risk ( ]re, thus ing the range of possible 
manufactu~ niques f materials. For example, 
P/M IN-10 nickel base p~ecipi: * 'on - hardenable 
superalloy develop alloy. t 
~ t rength  and specil titularly 
for such high temperature appllcatlbl~r , pas turbine olaaes, 
no2 I wheels. Howe comple the alloy 
con I is such that ! ~gregatic .s during 
castlng, resulting in poor hoL U U L C , U ~ ~ .  

Recent developments have shown that t 
produced in ultra-fine-grained form ~ i ~ n  ConslaeraDly 
improved ductility by powder metallurgy techniques. My 
research work on this alloy was to  detennine the o p t h u m  
range of conditions under which it becomes super-ductile in 
order to extend the range of processing options t o  such 
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en developed for applicationrr requiring high strml 
bd temperatures. A highly stanle d~plex-phase 

I rurc <.an be developed in these materials by scitable 
treatm ,ci: greatly enhances gtrength but dep 
r'uctil; creating formidable forming problems. 
studiea snree varieties of this allov. based on the 26Cr. 
alloy over a mge of 
and strain rate ons and 
range of concrltions for whicn S U ~ C I - V ~ J L U ~ ~ L Y  1, ru 

I have eqtablished also th2t, c o n t r q  
tions, supeapl~stic behaviour is pos 
co~rse-groi,ir.c! stnlcture. This has vcry Important in 

tions for industry and could greatly simplify the compl 
expensive techlology of main refinement, a primary 
requis ~uperplasticity. 24-26 The studies on SCIVCII- 

plastic e n e r p  materials tvcac jointly sponsor 

J a p m  uted States of America, and the Univer! 
Ife an  ielded five major publica-' 
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I t  has been established In this lecture that marerlus, I 

and the environment are closely inter-related and I 

be treated as three elements of a major resource s, 
Our work so far on e n e r g  for materials productia 
materials lor energy systems has shown that environr 
conditions can promote serious materials degradation 
studies on superplasticity of duplex pl~ase stainless 
have shown for example that prolonged el 

materials to  high temperature under stress 
precipitation o l  brittle phases which sevrrly rrauc 
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ductility. Cod carbonha?ion yiclds corrosive ty-products 
which attack many mattrill. Studies have recently been 
initiated on the stability of matenah in tostile environment 
under the role sponsprghip of tbe Univerity of 

In this lecture, I have attempted to  establi: :rucial 
role of materials in the service of mankind an ,logy. I have also attempted to interrelate this vital X C K O U ~ C ~  with 
energy and the environment. I have discussec levant 

implications and outlined the contribution to tional 
research efforts by the [Jnivirsity of TE- wun now to 
make a few re corn me^ elp in solving 
some problems of tech ' the countrv: 

wiations 
nologica 
I" ,. 

which : 
1 develor 

Y, partit 
private . . .  
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1. The pioneering ef rort or government in developing the 

materials indus p cularly steel has reached a 
critical mass aad entrepreneurship should now 

. - be encouraged, partlcularl m and down- 
ream s u  

]ere is 

upstrea; 

an urgcnr neea tor a burn)rrehe~ive and 
stems study of the national steel industry to identify 
oblems, correct structural deficimcier, and detamine 
e direction of development It is gratify* to note 

the m e n t  relevant statement in the Residential Budget 
S ~ e a b .  a d  I quote: "The public steel gator  in fire 
need of rationalisation. Work on the Ajaokuta plant 
vill be prosecuted with determination, given the 
m o u n t  of money already sunk into the project and the 

r-htive irrevenibility of the investment However the 
,lay of construction and start-up will now be tuned 
to an advantage by using the plant to  correct the 

YLluctural distortion in the entire public steel sector." 

he National Steel Council should be allowed to take 
Ff effectively after many years of inaction. The 

p m e ~ t  situation whereby such a complex industry is 
run exclusively by a federal ministry is untenable. 

roduced 
oped in 

, should 
I should 

'The present practice whereby the intemation- ,., 
prietary names of the products of imported technology 
are retained makes the local sourcing of compoxicnts 
difficult. For exanple. as lcr..g the name 'Volkswagen' 
o i  'Peugcot' is retained for locally assembled cars, 
every component must meet international specifica- 
tions. Adoptio,~ of new names for these products 
would permit the re-design of components to  suit local 
needs and specification of locally available alternative 
materials. This practice would not be peculiar to 
Nigeria For example, the Lada which is being PI 
in the U.S.S.R is in fact the Fiat 124 devels 
Italy. 

The proposed National Raw Materials Council 
take off without further delay. The Council 
develop a data bank on the nationd reserves and poten- 
tial of mineral resources and should also develop 
expertise for the adaptation of locally available 
materials to the productio~ ompone 
machinery and equipment. 

Government should actively d iscuu~a~c the proliieratlon 
Q F  'Technology of Giantism' in favour of small and 
medium scalc industries based on simple and easily 
mastered technology and thereby correct the negative 
demonstration effect of a sophisticated tee 
infiltrated into an unsophisticated environment. 
There are many potential entrepreneurs wi~ l l l l~  L u  

invest in upstream and downstream industries for the 
major sectors of the Nigerian industry, in petroleum. 
iron arid steel, automotive indu~.trp;~etc. Many are alsc 
willing to invest in local inventions. Some existing 
research institutes should be upgraded to develop and 
commercialise local inventions. and to ~rovide advisory 
and extension services to entrepreneurs. 

There is an urgent need for government to corn] 
studies to determine the critkal mix or manpower IOI 

full and effective technological emancipatior hc 

nts for 

rnissior 
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